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Ⅰ. Introduction 

 

 In my previous review, I explained about various regulations and 

 procedures for exporting general cosmetics or medicated 

 cosmetics (as a part of quasi-drug categories) products to 

 Japanese market, at a very first stage of the new product launch 

 to those who are not familiar with the unknown and unique 

 environment for newcomers. Today, I decided to introduce a 

 couple of case studies for helping their further understandings of 

 how things work in their business practice. I hope, these are 

 beneficial for those who are eager to achieve his/her goal in a 

 shortcut. 

 

 

Ⅱ．Model Case #1 

 

 1. To those who expect to sell with much stronger claims  

 

   Let me take an example of the following case; 

 

    ie) A beauty essence that contains ‘Camu camu’ extract as an 

 active ingredient for claiming an effect of ‘Whitening facial skin’ 

 (w/backing evidence of the effectiveness available) 

 

 2. Regulation in Japan 
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 Technically speaking, there are two categories of cosmetics in the 

 market, ‘general cosmetics’ and ‘medicated cosmetics’. [Fig.1] 

 And general cosmetics are only allowed to claim efficacies in the 

 government-ruled-56 list (or deemed to be equivalent to what it 

 says in the list), as I introduced in my previous review. [Fig.2] 

 If you’d like to claim something stronger than any of those in the 

 list, you might have to consider selling it as a quasi-drug 

 product, instead. 

  

  3. Challenging unlisted claims 

 

 Although you might want to go with quasi-drugs (or medicated 

 cosmetics), it would be quite difficult to get an approval without 

 any precedents in the market. (It is often said that it may take 

 more than five years to get one.) 

 Moreover, for quasi-drugs itself, there has been no precedent for 

 ‘Camu camu’ products that are approved its efficacy of 

 ‘whitening facial skin’ so far. 

 In that sense, I recommend you to consider picking up existing 

 claims among the 56 list other than challenging something new 

 for quasi-drugs. It wouldn’t take more than a week to go with 

 one in the list at the end of the day. 

 

  4. Adopting claims from the 56 list  

  

 ‘Prevent skin splotches and freckles…’ as #37 in the list is 

 understood to be only applicable to sunscreen products by the 

 government. And there seems no other claims compatible with 

 the effect of ‘whitening’ in the same list, therefore, all you can do 

 is to adopt either ‘Moisten skin’ (#24), ‘Give gloss to skin’ (#30), 

 or ‘Give luster to skin’ (#31), to make the best use of those, 

 instead. 

 

  5. What you should aim at? 
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 In conclusion, your challenge of strong claims should not be 

 something achieved ‘on the label’ of your product in the course 

 of permitting procedure, but ‘on the advertisement’ in the course 

 of marketing activities to come afterwards. 

 

 

Ⅲ. Model Case #2 

 

  1. To those who expect to sell their own cosmetics in Japan 

 

  You definitely need A) a license holder of marketing and sales 

 (as I call a ‘primary distributor’) and B) a license holder of 

 manufacturing, to put your  product in a legitimate distribution 

 channel. Above A takes a responsibility in import clearance 

 procedure, and B takes responsibility in labeling, packing and 

 shipping of the product, on the other hand. [Fig.3] 

 

  2. Sales representative 

 

 It is feasible for foreign company to establish his own domestic 

 entity that holds those two licenses A and B above, but might be 

 too time-consuming to work out in reality. For that reason, it is 

 rather realistic to explore possibilities of affiliation with local 

 entities who have already got those licenses for your market 

 penetration, in advance of all other options to consider. 

 

  3. What we can do for you? 

 

 YDC Tokyo 1) can provide you with various services in that 

 area including introduction of local licensed representatives you 

 can rely on. 

 

 

[Fig. 1] Two types of Cosmetics 
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[Fig.2] Scope of recognized cosmetic effects (A list of 56 efficacies for 

Cosmetics) 

1 Cleansing hair and scalp  29 Soften skin  

2 Using fragrance to reduce 

unpleasant hair and scalp odors 

30 Give gloss to skin  

3 Keep hair and scalp healthy  31 Give luster to skin  

4 Give moisture and sheen to hair  32 Make skin smooth  

5 Moisturize hair and scalp  33 Make beards easier to shave  

6 Keep hair and scalp moist  34 Condition skin after shaving  

7 Make hair supple  35 Prevent rashes  

8 Make hair easier to brush  36 Prevent sunburn  

9 Keep hair lustrous  37 Prevent skin splotches and freckles 

resulting from sunburn  

10 Give luster to hair  38 Impart fragrance  

11 Stop dandruff and itching  39 Protect nails  

12 Control dandruff and itching  40 Keep nails healthy  

13 Supplement and maintain hair 

moisture and oil content  

41 Moisten nails  

14 Prevent hair breakage and frizzing  42 Prevent chapped lips  

15 Improve and maintain hair pattern  43 Fill in lip creases  

16 Prevent hair static electricity  44 Moisten lips  

17 Cleanse dry skin (that has become 

dry as a  

result of cleansing)  

45 Keep lips healthy  

18 Prevent blemishes and rashes (by 

cleansing)  

(facial wash)  

46 Protect lips, prevent dryness  

19 Condition skin  47 Prevent lip roughness caused by dryness  

20 Combat skin wrinkles  48 Make lips smooth  

21 Keep dry skin supple  49 Prevent cavities (brushing teeth with 

toothpaste)  

22 Prevent skin chapping  50 Whiten teeth (brushing teeth with 

toothpaste)  

23 Tighten skin  51 Remove plaque (brushing teeth with 

toothpaste)  
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24 Moisten skin  52 Cleanse the mouth (toothpaste)  

25 Supplement and preserve skin 

moisture and oil content  

53 Prevent bad breath (toothpaste)  

26 Keep skin soft  54 Remove tooth film (brushing teeth with 

toothpaste)  

27 Protect the skin  55 Prevent plaque deposits (brushing teeth 

with toothpaste)  

28 Protect skin dryness  56 Making fine wrinkles due to dryness less 

noticeable 

Note 1: Parenthesized text refers to aspects of physical form during usage, not to the 

effect itself. 

Note 2: #56 should be based on the Guidelines for the Method of Evaluating the 

Functions of Cosmetic Products (2011, Japanese Cosmetic Science Society) 

 

 

[Fig. 3]  
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